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Before

After

r e a dy  to  r e pl ac e  yo u r  w i n d ows?

Let there be light. And security, energy efficiency, value, 
aesthetics, and less maintenance. Windows and doors aren’t 

merely accessories. Windows and doors have an impact on 
the beauty, value and livability of your home. They influence 
the environment in your house, affecting style and 
comfort, light and temperature, and the safety of your 

greatest treasures — you, your family, and countless 
carefully chosen possessions.

t ips on the replacement process

Quality, design, and the reputation of the manufacturer are all attributes to 
consider when weighing your replacement window and door options.

Measurable and immeasurable benefits
Replacement windows and doors add value to your home, just like a new roof, 
kitchen, bathroom or other major home improvement projects. They’re noticeable 
elements of your surroundings, so consider quality as an investment in the 
beauty and comfort of your living space. Get ready for praise from friends and 
family when they experience the new look and feel of your beautiful, temperature 
controlled, and draft free home. Don’t be surprised if you find yourself saying 
“Your place or mine?” a lot less often. Without question, it’ll be yours. 

Is it time to replace your home’s windows and doors? 
The signs indicating that you should not wait any longer:
 · Inoperable or difficult to operate windows or doors
 · Energy inefficient single paned windows or doors
 · Faded upholstery, carpets, and draperies
 · Hot or cold spots indicating windows are not insulating properly
 · Drafts coming from windows or doors
 · Warped, corroded or rotting frames
 · Bent, leaky sashes
 · Missing or broken hardware
 · High energy bills

Start right, get educated 
To help you make an intelligent, informed decision when choosing new windows 
and doors, we’ve compiled a glossary of terms to help you with your quest.  
You’ll find them at pgtindustries.com by clicking on the Tips & Resources button 
at the top of the page.

Important information about PGT®

PGT works with reputable distributors who use licensed contractors and 
installers. You can find out more information on our website. Click on the  
Where to Buy button at the top of the home page. 

And our warranty 
Reliability. That’s what we’re known for. Our company has a history of backing 
our products and taking care of our customers. PGT gives you absolute peace of 
mind that our products perform as designed. Our warranty assures you of that.

Ask for references, and check them. 

Research window and door types and performance to select the best window and 
door solution for you and your situation. A good place to start is winguard.com

Make sure your contractor is licensed. 
Obtain the contractor’s license number and verify licensure 
at myfloridalicense.com/dbpr/index.html

Obtain an estimate. Make sure a permit is pulled.

Read the product warranty carefully so that you understand 
exactly what is covered and for how long.

Get copies of the product approvals and make certain they meet the 
requirements for your area. One excellent resource is floridabuilding.org 
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Impact-resistant products explained
Our impact-resistant products meet the most stringent building codes in the 
nation. They combine robust frames and impact-resistant laminated glass 
joined together by a silicone glazing process that helps keep the glass from 
breaking away from the frame. The laminated glass is created by bonding a 
polymer interlayer between two pieces of glass using high heat and pressure. 
Once sealed, the glass “sandwich” behaves as a single pane of glass but much, 
much stronger. Due to its unique physical properties, laminated glass is also the 
only glass to provide UV protection, sound insulation, easy maintenance and 
durability as well as safety and security. 

Greater hurricane protection
Most Floridians have enough experience to know that hurricanes are the biggest 
natural disaster in Florida. Avoid disaster. Help prevent your walls and roof from 
blowing out. Protect your TV. Impact-resistant windows and doors increase 
the structural integrity of your home, decrease chances for damage, and won’t 
crease your forehead with worry. Hurricanes are reason #1 to replace any 
standard window with impact-resistant ones especially if you’ve seen damaged 
homes after a hurricane.

Peace of mind
Yes. 

Whether it’s protecting your home, possessions and family from high winds and 
dangerous flying debris; providing safety from intruders; keeping out drafts; or 
preventing your belongings from fading, impact-resistant windows and doors 
will meet all your needs and more!

Design pressures
It is a basic question… What are the maximum MPH wind speeds your 
windows and doors can withstand? But the answer is complex. Windows and 
doors are rated and certified according to the Design Pressures, or DPs, they 
meet; not according to MPH. In fact, MPH is only one component used in 
determining DPs. Only a licensed design professional such as an engineer, can 
accurately determine the required DPs of any given window or door opening in 
your home.

DP is calculated considering many conditions. For instance, window or door 
opening size; size, shape, and type of building it’s going into; interior or 
proximity to the end of the building; height (floor level) where the product is 
installed; building exposure (open field, wooded, other buildings, etc);  
building terrain (is the site on top of hill, etc.); building importance (shed vs. 
home); wind speed (of the specific location) or more esoteric factors, like  
“Wind Directionality”… which come into play based on how other building 
design calculations were performed.

Visualize this example: A 130 MPH wind will affect a window or door very 
differently if the product is installed in a single-story home shielded from wind in 
the middle of a neighborhood vs. if the same product is installed in a 20 story 
building directly exposed in a coastal environment. They both will be exposed 
to the same 130 MPH wind but the DP loads the products experience will be 
very different!  And in reality we know the taller building will require stronger 
windows and doors than the single-story home.  Therefore to say that a 
product meets 130 MPH without asking about specific application questions is 
simply not possible.

All manufacturers will have DP information labeled on their products.  However 
if they tell you that their product can meet a specific wind speed, they have 
made an enormous amount of ASSUMPTIONS in converting MPH to DP, and 
not all of these assumptions may be true for your structure. The Florida Building 
Code requires this DP calculation to be completed by a licensed professional, 
not a manufacturer’s marketing or sales department!

H AV E  YO U  C O N S I D E R E D 

I M PAC T- R E S I S TA N T 

PR O D U C T S ?

They’re called 
impact-resistant 

windows and doors 
for a reason. And you get 

just what their name implies: 
effortless, full time protection 

against objects that may smash into 
them. A rock or a tree branch hurled by 

hurricane force winds. A hammer wielded 
by an intruder seeking uninvited entrance into 

your home. An errant golf ball. More subtly than the 
name suggests, they’re resistant to other unwelcome 

irritants as well, including noise, UV rays and the repulsive 
aesthetics of shutters and plywood. Plus they don’t take up 

valuable storage space in the garage or weigh down your list of 
things to do before a hurricane.

winguard.com
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ENGINEERED TO MEET THE HIGHEST STANDARDS. And exceed them.

Home is where the heart is. It’s also where you live and entertain, where your children sleep, your pets play, and your heirlooms 
wait. For you and yours, PGT® offers impact-resistant windows and doors that not only comply with codes; they exceed them. We 
accomplish this by controlling every stage of the process, from start to finish, engineering to installation. Our Code Compliance 
engineers look at all aspects of the product to make sure they comply with codes and will perform equally well under typical 
weather conditions and extreme conditions. Our engineers work with our designers to ensure PGT products are energy-efficient 
and earn the ENERGY STAR® seal. Having our own glass plants allows PGT to temper, laminate and create our own insulating 
glass on site. All for your home. Home sweet home. Home safe home. Home energy-efficient home. 
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Other facts about PGT® and WinGuard® Impact-Resistant Windows and Doors that we’re proud of:

We’re ranked the #1 impact-resistant brand in the nation. We’ve sold more than two million units 
with no reported impact failures. How’s that for proof of the reliability and long lasting protection 

WinGuard windows and doors provide? Our products have been tested in conditions far harsher 
than we can recreate in a laboratory. Being the manufacturer of the nation’s leading brand of impact-

resistant windows and doors also means that protecting homes, lives, pampered pets, antique furniture, 
modern art, and teapot collections isn’t all that’s important to us. Protecting our exceptional reputation is too. 

We helped develop tougher building codes after Hurricane Andrew. From this 1992 catastrophic Category 5 storm, 
our engineers learned that violent winds alone are not the major cause of window failure and the devastation 

that follows. More significant is the impact of flying objects. The building codes now focus on impact protection for 
windows and doors in addition to the ability to withstand high wind velocities. You have property and family to protect 

and that’s why WinGuard exists, to protect you, and yours. Our exclusive windows and doors combine heavy-duty frames 
with impact-resistant laminated glass to ensure nothing unwarranted invades your home in the event of a major storm. Although 

wind-borne debris may crack the glass on impact, the interlayer keeps the overall window intact. This means your Murano glass 
paperweight collection will be a-OK as well. 

Better energy efficiency and savings. Savings you can see, and buy a new sofa with. Insurance companies are REQUIRED to provide 
premium discounts to homeowners with impact-resistant windows. You may even see as much as a 44% drop in your windstorm insurance 

premiums, since insurance companies consider these to be one of the best home improvement projects a homeowner can undertake. 
Energy efficiency is improved when you select insulating glass or performance tints and low-E options. Plus, thanks to impact-resistant 

windows and doors, you have a better protected home and can factor that into a future sales price. Clear and simple and profitable.

We provide effortless protection. WinGuard protects your home 24/7/365 from hurricanes and intruders. No need to waste time, energy 
or money putting up shutters or awkward plywood. So when you hear of an approaching storm, you can use your time to stock up 

on needed supplies like bottled water, flashlights, batteries, and puzzles. Shutters offer no protection if you’re not home to close 
or put them up every time a storm threatens. But impact-resistant windows and doors do. Holidays included. WinGuard provides 

passive protection meaning you’re fully protected without having to do a thing. Before and after the storm, you’ll have a clear 
view of all the branches in your yard, on the trees and off.

Should an intruder threaten, you can feel safe as well. The same tough and resilient laminated glass that protects your 
house against nature also protects it against man-made threats, meaning intruders hoisting hammers, bricks, and pipes 

with glass-breaking intent. Breaking a window is the most common means of entry for an intruder, with impact-resistant 
windows and doors, that’s not the case anymore. Even sophisticated little glasscutters are useless because laminated 

glass can’t be cut from only one side. It will take a lot of time, effort, and noise to get in, and what burglar has the 
stomach for that?

We dramatically reduce noise. Goodbye cruel–to those who like to sleep late–world. WinGuard windows and doors 
can provide up to 32% reduction in perceived loudness for a standardized mixture of aircraft, railroad and 

vehicular traffic noise versus a dual pane window.* So if you have construction on your block, loud neighbors, 
highway noise, or a kennel next door, you’ll forget they’re there, until you go outside.

*Laminated insulating product, testing completed by Nelson Acoustics, Elgin, TX 4/07

TH E  B E S T  C H O I C E  I S  
P GT ® W I N G UA R D ®.

We’ve been manufacturing custom 
windows and doors for over 28 years 

and in all this time, we’ve never stopped 
learning, growing, developing and 

improving. All our products reflect the 
latest developments in design, materials 

and technologies.

winguard.com
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INNOVATION THAT MATTERS. As a matter of fact.

An innovation can be big or small. Brand-new or just a little bit different. At PGT®, innovation means better-looking design, more  
energy-efficient windows and the strengthening of the integrity of your whole home. One of our greatest product innovations dates back 
to 1992, the year of Hurricane Andrew. With feedback from builders, architects, and homeowners affected by the storm, we were able to 
develop a product to protect homes that was better than any others on the market: PGT® WinGuard® windows and doors. Today, we’re 
still dedicated to continuous innovation. Special glazings, lamination and interlayers are just some of the signature modifications that we 
improve as technology does. Not only will your family be safe, so will your peace of mind.

A Polyvinylbutyral (PVB) interlayer is sandwiched 
between two pieces of glass to create a virtually 
impenetrable barrier.
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PGT® WinGuard® is the #1 brand of impact-resistant windows and doors in the 
nation. And unlike winning the lottery, it has nothing to do with luck. It has to 

do with heavy-duty aluminum and laminated glass we make ourselves. It 
has to do with our obsessive testing and our zero tolerance policy. It has 

to do with our dedicated team of engineers, researchers, developers, 
and designers. It has to do with our love for the WinGuard brand 

and of being the best. But even more so it has to do with our 
absolute commitment to protecting lives and property. 

Even bragging rights aren’t more important than that.

We represent the greatest advancements in impact-resistant products. It’s the only way we know of to provide the 
greatest protection. Over ten years ago PGT® was the first company to offer a complete line of residential aluminum 
impact-resistant windows and doors. Retaining our leading edge, PGT code compliance experts currently help 
develop and determine testing protocols, and serve on influential committees for the Florida Building Commission. 
PGT also works with the University of Florida in efforts to research wind mitigation technologies and products. 
In fact, we’re so devoted to advances in hurricane protection and improvements in the building codes, we offer 
architects, contractors, and code officials continuing education classes at PGT University, our company’s  
state-of-the-art training facility. We don’t have a football team, but we do offer twenty-one classes and continuing 
education credits.

We leverage all the benefits of aluminum. Lightweight, durable, and good-looking, aluminum is the perfect material 
with the best strength-to-weight ratio of any metal in common use. No surprise then that we use aluminum 
to make many of our products. But the secret to our success is that we use heavy-duty extruded aluminum. 
It’s heavier and stronger than aluminum used by other manufacturers and one of the main reasons WinGuard 
windows and doors are stronger and more durable than the others. Aluminum is also cost-effective because it 
demands less maintenance from homeowners than other materials. For windows and doors, it’s a metal more 
valuable than gold.

We feature Eterna® Finish. This simulated woodgrain finish outperforms wood frame alternatives, providing you with 
the protection of WinGuard and the beauty of natural wood, not painted wood. Even in the harshest coastal 
environments where conditions are unwelcoming to wood frames, EtErna® Finish can perform. Using a marine 
grade polyurethane powder coating, the finish is tougher and more durable than standard powder coatings 
that use polyester. A process of intense heat and pressure causes the woodgrain pattern to be absorbed 
into the powdercoat giving it a natural look. It’s a natural wonder in itself that you can enjoy the warm and 
welcoming look of wood in durable, low-maintenance aluminum frames.

WinGuard windows and doors. Have we convinced you yet of your need to have them? It’s definitely a good 
idea. Few companies set standards as high as we do and even fewer are located right here in your Florida 
backyard. To review: we demand the same high standards from our suppliers, as we do from ourselves, 
using only the best, most durable hardware…we test our windows and doors to make sure they perform to 
our exacting standards…if you’ve gotten to this paragraph, you know the list goes on and on. You’ll have 
plenty of time to read through it all again while you’re safely ensconced in your WinGuard protected house 
during a storm. There sure won’t be any temptation to go outside.
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OUR TESTING OBSESSION. Every PGT® product performs as promised. 

We don’t deal in theories. We deal in facts. We’re so strict with our testing; the Miami-Dade Building Department looked to PGT for help 
developing their testing protocols required by their codes. Every day we relentlessly test our windows and doors in our on-site Test Lab,  
in addition to real-world testing. We tweak and test until PGT product ratings conform to and exceed the industry’s most stringent testing  
and certification requirements including International Building Codes, Miami-Dade Protocols, AAMA and ASTM. Then we test them again. 
We even test individual components such as glass layers, interlayers, silicone glazes, frame material thickness, and hardware.

If and only if they pass our tests, then we’ll install them in your home.

It’s what you expect and we require. 

Our windows withstand the direct hit of 
a 2 x 4 shot at 50 ft per second.
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Windows and doors for every home sweet, safe home.
The window configurations include:   The doors include: 
Single Hung    Sliding Glass Door
Horizontal Roller    Corner Meet Sliding Glass Door
Casement    French Door
Picture/ Fixed Lite Architectural  

STYLE – OPTIONS & UPGRADES
Every look you’d want to look at – and through. 

 ·  Frame colors + EtErna® FinishEs: White, Bronze, Gray and 5 EtErna® FinishEs: 
Dark Walnut, Cherry, Dark Oak, Acacia, Light Oak

 · Grid patterns: Colonial, Brittany 6-Lite, Brittany 9-Lite 
 ·  Glass Options: Impact-Resistant laminated glass is standard. 

Laminated insulating glass is optional
 ·  Glass Tints: Gray, Green, Bronze, AZURLITE, SOLARCOOL, Low-E with 

insulating glass only. Then for privacy, Obscure (textured glass) and White 
Interlayer (opaque interlayer)

PERFORMANCE TESTING 
Every test. Every passing grade. Every credential you need to feel secure.

 · EnERGy STAR® qualified configurations
 · Tested to Miami-Dade and AAMA protocols 
 · Qualified as large and small missile 
 · Passes ASTM E987 for deglazing
 · Passes ASTM E547/E331 for water resistance 
 · Passes ASTM E283 for air infiltration
 ·  Operable windows pass AAMA 1302.5  

and doors pass AAMA 1303.5 for forced entry resistance 

FRAMES 
The perfect frames for every view.

 · Heavy-duty extruded aluminum 
 · nominal wall thickness is .062 for all windows and doors 
 · Flange-type window frame for wood or masonry construction 
 ·  Integral fin available with single hung, horizontal roller, picture window,  

and fixed lite architecturals 
 · Molded nylon anti-friction sash guides 
 · Heavy-duty die-cast sash locks 
 · Corrosion-resistant hardware and fasteners with stainless steel options

GLAZING 
They’re not strong for strong’s sake. They’re strong for your sake.

 · All products are exterior glazed 
 · All products are silicone glazed for greater strength and seal 
 ·  Windows and sliding glass doors have a structural extruded aluminum glazing 

bead for stronger resistance to wind 

WEATHERSTRIPPING 
What you don’t see is as important as what you do.

 · Fully weatherstripped with fin seal polyester pile and/or vinyl bulb 

SCREENS 
We keep the hurricanes out. And mosquitoes, too.

 · 18 x 16 charcoal fiberglass mesh – standard 
 · 20 x 20 charcoal fiberglass mesh for added insect protection – optional 

winguard.com
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For more product information visit winguard.com

SINGLE HUNG - SH700
·  A classic style window that features a vertically sliding  

bottom sash 
· Available in a wide range of styles and sizes 
·  Bottom sash locks available for egress and/ 

or handicap requirements 
· Spiral balances for easy lifting 
· Optional laminated insulating glass available
· Standard and custom muntin patterns available

HORIZONTAL ROLLER - HR710
·  Versatile window with a left or right horizontally  

rolling sash
·  A wide range of styles and sizes including XOX, a left and 

right moving sash with a fixed center panel. Ideal for very  
large openings

·   Egress connector bar option for egress and/or  
handicap requirements 

·  Removable operating sash for easy cleaning 
·  Low friction brass tandem rollers in a nylon housing for  

smooth operation and durability 
·  Integral pulls on sash stiles for ease of opening 
·  Optional laminated insulating glass available
·  Optional standard and custom muntins patterns available

CASEMENT - CA740
· A sophisticated design with maximum ventilation
·  A wide range of styles and sizes featuring self-contained operating and fixed 

sections, allows multiple window configurations, including X, XX, O and XOX
· Projected windows are available
·  Contoured sash is inset within the main frame for less exposure to elements
·  Washable hinges, heavy-duty egress or egress washable  

hinges available
· Aluminum snap-on cover hides fixed window installation fasteners
· Multi-point locking system
· Available with eterna® Finish
· Optional laminated insulating glass available
· Standard and custom muntin patterns available

SLIDING GLASS DOORS - SGD730
·  Versatile sliding glass door can be ordered for 

openings as large as 32' wide
·  Panels incorporate large glass panes which don’t  

compromise views
·  Available with two, three or four tracks as by-pass, 

pocket or corner configurations 
·  Panels up to 4' x 10' or 5' x 8' 
·  Panels that lock to a jamb have lever locks 
·  Panels that lock to panels have thumb turn locks and  

reinforcing rails
· Handle matched to frame color
·  Optional laminated insulating glass available 
·  Standard and custom muntin patterns available

FRENCH DOORS - FD101
· Basic swing door available as a single or double door
·  Concealed 2-point locking system for added strength  

and protection 
· Prepped for standard hardware 
· Optional sidelites available
· Standard and custom muntin patterns available

FRENCH DOORS - FD750
· Traditional wood look swing door with a nine inch bottom rail 
· Available as a single or double door
· Multi-point stainless steel locking mechanism 
· Prepped for European style hardware 
· Unique, continuous gear hinge 
·  Two different sidelite styles to choose:  

– Full jamb matches door profile 
– Narrow jamb has slimmer sides providing a wider glass area 

·  Available with eterna® Finish
· Optional laminated insulating glass available 
· Standard and custom muntin patterns available

SLIDING GLASS DOORS - SGD780
·  A sliding glass door with a wood French door look
·  Available with two, three or four tracks as by-pass, 

pocket or corner configurations
·  4" top and bottom panel rails 
·  9" optional bottom panel rails 
·  Dual point locks 
·  Tandem stainless steel adjustable rollers 
·  Standard handle matched to frame color
·  Optional satin nickel or polished brass handle
·  Available with eterna® Finish
·  Optional laminated insulating glass available 
·  Optional standard and custom muntin  

patterns available

PICTURE / FIXED LITE ARCHITECTURAL - PW701/AR701
·  Used as a stand alone or companion window for visual 

interest or to capture a view 
·  Standard shapes include picture, arch, oval, full circle, 

half circle, fan, quarter circle, elliptical, eyebrow, hexagon, 
octagon, triangle, gothic, pentagon and trapezoid 

· Custom shapes are also available 
· Available with eterna® Finish
· Optional laminated insulating glass available
· Standard and custom muntin patterns available
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